
Welcome Back 
I hope you have had a great half term break.  Lockdown seems such a long time ago 

now.  The children have settled back into school life with ease and there is much to 

celebrate.   Everyone’s hard work, team planning, catch up and forward thinking means 

the children have made good progress, not just towards their own targets but in helping 

the schools move forward as well.   I have seen some really encouraging steps in change in each 

school’s journey and I think we have a bright and happy future ahead of us.  The final half term is 

always busy as classroom staff wind down towards the summer holidays and leaders are planning 

ahead to September.  Here is to a busy but happy term ahead.  Robin 

Pupil Numbers 

You may know, across London there more school 

places than children; this is for a number of            

reasons—changes in family situation, lack of     afford-

able housing, school competition etc.  But this is    

becoming problematic for many schools including 

ours.   We are working hard to ensure we have our 

f u l l  n u m b e r s  o n  r o l l .                                          

Numbers = funding so this has a positive and negative 

impact on the schools.   Hopefully the        ongoing 

improvement in the schools, our new website, social 

media and      promotion will continue to drive       

admissions.  Spread the word folks.  It was only a few 

years ago that schools were having bulge classes, so 

perhaps there will be a boom shortly! 

Assessment 
As you will know, there are no SATS or statutory            

assessments required by schools due to the pandemic.  

However, at each school, we will still be assessing where 

your children are at the end of the year.  This will include 

for Y6 children, a mixture of test practice and teacher      

assessment as well as gathering        evidence to support 

teacher         judgements for the end of each year group.   

The Federation Assessment leads are    

coordinating this and staff across the 

schools will also meet  to moderate    

judgements.  You will receive information 

about these assessments with your child’s 

end of year reports in July.   
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Federation Development 

As you will have seen, our websites went live before half term.  These are important in continuing our            

promotion of the schools to attract more parents and carers but to act as an online brochure of news and events 

for our current families.   Each year group will post regular news items (pictures of learning) on the sites each half 

term as this gives our stakeholders a glimpse into the wonderful learning you are providing and    showcases to 

parents what their children are doing.  As always, I will be using Twitter as this      provides an       immediate 

broadcast of wonderful things for you, so follow me if you don’t already!     I hope to be in a position to have our 

Federation Name in place for the end of term.  This will further create a strong identity on which to build.   

Staffing Development 

Last term we welcomed Jamie Watson to the Federation as IT Network Manager.  Jamie has been settling in well and beginning 

his strategic plan for the future.  Carnita Cenac, SENDCo at Daubeney will be leaving us for an exciting 
position overseas.  We also have learned that  Lorraine Groom at Lauriston will begin a phased           

retirement in the Autumn and Jatin Shamji will be joining the Lauriston team as well as overseeing Sebright 
and Daubeney as the Federation Business Manager during this transition.  This also presents some         

opportunities for some further changes internally.  We have a number of staffing changes for                
September which provide some new opportunities and exciting changes….more on this soon.  The Heads 

of Schools, SLT’s and I will be  making final class decisions very shortly.  We will also be establishing a new 
SENDCo and Inclusion Team at Daubeney and a Play Worker to develop the OPAL work across the 

schools.  More staffing news will come from the Heads of School this term.  



All About Daubeney 
Daubeney has built on their outside learning work by joining 

OPAL and there is lots of evidence that outside learning is a 

priority for the school.  Their recent visit from Hackney       

Education recognised the excellent team work in the SLT, 

hard work,     determination and drive to show                  

improvements; the structure of the curriculum, consistency of 

provision,    improvements in reading and maths teaching, the 

wider curriculum teacher modelling, the focus on vocabulary 

and quality interventions taking place.  As well as this, a real 

shift in the quality of provision in EYFS and Y1 which is what 

will help bring in new families to the school.   Next steps      

include making steps towards improving the long term        

financial situation, the appointment of a new SENDCo and a 

successful one day review next term. 

All about Sebright 
Sebright have also begun their OPAL journey ,which followed a         

revamp of their Reception outside area.  There are some happy      

children! Whilst their visit from Hackney Education is not until the 

end of June, we are hoping it recognises the progress the team have 

made since we returned from lockdown.  Creativity runs through 

Sebright.  Their displays and learning environments are bright and 

stimulating; the Early Years are building on their strengths to further 

develop their inside and outside classrooms; Y1 are embarking on 

some  curriculum changes which will further enhance their offer, and 

right through the school there is a consistently high quality offer of 

fun, interesting and exciting learning.   The SLT work well as a team, 

having a comprehensive overview of teaching and learning and next 

steps.  There are plans to launch Sebright’s School of Music in        

September, as well as proposals to create a music room and revamp 

the staffroom and learning mentor area.  Next steps include work on 

the school budget, a successful Hackney Education visit and more! 

All about Lauriston 
It has been a positive term once again at Lauriston with masses of progress towards their 

school improvement goals.   As well as beginning their OPAL journey, there is much to            

celebrate.  Hackney Education’s visit this term was wonderful in recognising a lot of hard work– 

a dedicated and hardworking SLT, rigorous assessment, encouraging development of middle 

leaders, the impact of the SLT on T&L, standards of display, consistency, early years,  high levels 

of pupil engagement, positive relationships between staff and children,  quality modelling,       

excellent levels of attendance and major progress towards the financial challenges.   Lauriston’s 

on-going focus is further developing science, writing, maths mastery, handwriting, and generating 

(and spending) ££££££ for the school.  Lauriston is a very happy and vibrant place. 



Lauriston  
Summer 1 half-term has been a very busy and productive one here at Lauriston. It has been 

lovely to have the school full of children for a whole half-term and there has been a lovely 
blend of energy, enthusiasm and determination from staff and pupils to make each day at 

school count. We are really pleased to have been able to offer the full curriculum to all year 
groups, despite the continued Covid restrictions, and there have been some really fabulous 

outcomes to celebrate right across the school. I’m really pleased we were able to provide our 
Year 6 pupils with their traditional Residential visit and both year 6 classes have really enjoyed 

themselves and created some wonderful memories during their week away camping in Kent. 
We have also had a very successful visit from our School Improvement Partner (SIP) from Hackney Education, and we are          

determined to keep working hard to ensure we provide the very best opportunities for the fabulous children who attend our 
school. Our Parents’ Day meetings went very well and it was a really positive experience for the teachers to be able to share the 

progress of the children and lovely for them to hear such kind words from so many parents. Some exciting and innovative plans 
have been made by the teachers for next half-terms Art focus and I’m looking forward to seeing some fabulous outcomes. As with 

the Change Project, teachers will be taking pictures of the learning throughout next half term to create a virtual art gallery for 

each class which we will share with parents towards the end of Summer Term. Finally, I would like to say a huge thank you for the 
hard work, care and dedication that the pupils, staff and parents have shown this half-term ! 

Mr Harris 

What we’ve been working on at…. 

Sebright  
This half term has been amazingly busy.  All the children have taken part in at least 

one outside lesson and year 1 children have started to use their outside learning 

space and TYRES!  

Year 4 have been on a trip, yes a trip to the Museum of Homes as well.  I would 

like to thank you all for your continued support for Sebright and the dedication of 

our staff to our children and each  other.  The patience and perseverance our    

community shown in very difficult times has been fantastic and I can almost feel that 

the school is getting back to  normal.  As I walk through the school the children are 

always welcoming and ready for a quick chat and are able to talk about their learning and how they are 

feeling.   

I hope you had a chance to relax, exercise and socialise during half term and are back     rejuvenated and 

ready for our last half term of the year.  The weather forecast is looking good so enjoy the sunshine when 

you can. 

Mrs Corpe 

Daubeney  
Dear Daubeney family,  We now find ourselves at the midway point of the summer term but drawing   

rapidly close to the end of the 2020-2021 academic school year. In the back of our minds we are 

readying    ourselves for what we hope will be a summer 2 half-term to remember for all the right 

reasons! Although I am tempted to look forward, let us a take moment to reflect on what has been 

another eventful and successful half-term. As you are all aware we launched a revamped website on 24.5.21, do visit the 

website to acquaint      yourself with how to best navigate the new layout. We also had our SIP3 visit which was another 

resounding success, regarding the progress we are making on our school improvement journey. Big shout out to Miss 

Fergus, Mr. Fahey, Mr. Swarbrick and Mr. Dharma  for being the lead  protagonists at our recent visit from Hackney      

Education and for their efforts in improving the teaching and learning for their respective subjects. 

Our geography ‘Intrepid Explorers’ themed half-term came to a close with a wonderful series of WOW Day events,    

including amongst others, a Y2 trip to Australia (if only!). As always there was much work done to support the well-being 

of our pupils as led by Anna and our JIGSAW PSHE curriculum; which had the Junior Mental Health Team supporting the 

adults’ well-being in this our final week of the half-term.  

We look forward to a DT themed, ‘Beautiful or Useful’, summer 2 as led by Miss Phillips with all of the fun learning      

activities that goes with it! We are currently at the early stages of introducing an initiative named OPAL, Outdoor Play 

and Learning, of which you will hear more in the summer 2 half-term. We are also initiating plans to provide Forest 

School training for all staff – watch this space! It’s certainly exciting times here at Daubeney.   Mr. Logan 



Governors News 

 

Will Emms—Chair of Governors 

Wow. Where did that half-term go? 6 weeks gone in a flash, but equally, I’m sure that folk 

will be welcoming the break. It feels like we have got back into more of a routine, that a 

sense of          normality, whatever that means for each of us, is starting to emerge, mixed 

with optimism for the future, but also           conscious that it could all change again. We’ll see I guess.  

Each of the schools, all the staff, children and the wider community have all been brilliant at managing all those       

conflicting feelings, continuing to keep the show on the road, making the schools bright and happy places to be, the 

staff striving to deliver the best education for all the children. Well done! 

I’m starting to feel more at home in my new role as chair and am really enjoying working with Mr. Warren, who has 

already made his mark on the schools, the new websites, being just one example. We’re both committed to       

continuing to have as positive an impact as we can. Let us know how we are doing and if we can be doing anything 

better. 

 
Enjoy the half-term break and I look forward to a really great end to this peculiar school year. 

 

Madeleine Davis—Chair of Lauriston Committee 

This half term I’ve especially enjoyed representing the governing body as Lauriston begins an exciting initiative to 

transform playtime     opportunities for the children, in partnership with OPAL (Outdoor Play and Learning). 

Spending time reimagining play resources with staff and parent representatives has been a fun and refreshing change 

and it’s been great to be back in the school. At our school      committee meeting on 28 April we discussed all the 

work going on around catch-up learning, as well as having a sneak preview of the new website design (it looks 

great!). After half term Will Emms and I will be doing a governor visit to understand more about how      reading is 

taught and supported. A huge amount of work has been going on in the school to help pupils be secure and happy 

after the disruption of the past year, with positive change also being recognised by Hackney Education in recent     

visits. All in all it has felt like a successful and positive half term with lots of new ideas and energy – many thanks to 

Louis, Robin and all the school staff.   

 

Laura Stacey—Chair of Sebright Committee  

Hopefully we are now entering a phase where lockdowns are a thing of the past and we can look forward to a time 

when we can once again meet with staff and pupils to celebrate their achievements . 

In the past Governors have visited our schools once a term to see lessons in progress and to meet with staff and 

students.  With Covid we were unable to do so but now, with restrictions easing, we are planning to renew these 

visits in the next half term, albeit on a smaller scale. In addition to seeing some lessons in operation we are         

particularly interested to hear the views of staff and pupils on how they have coped and are continuing to cope 

throughout the pandemic.  Your wellbeing is always important to us. 

We are truly proud of the resilience that you have shown during these difficult times and would encourage you to 

keep up the good work. 

Looking to the future I am hopeful that Governors will soon be in a position to meet up with parents too, so that 

we can get to know each other and share our common goals for this wonderful Federation. 

 

 

Marisa Childs—Chair of Daubeney Committee 

Believe it or not we are in the Summer term and we are very busy at Daubeney. 

The main priorities for Governors this term continues to be mental health, wellbeing and each year groups         

progress and end of year      outcomes, especially in light of the lock-down and even though you all did amazing jobs 

with your children and home-schooling, nothing really can replace being in the classroom with your peers, all inter-

acting and learning together. 

On curriculum our focus has been looking at Science, Geography, Art and History and school have been doing 

some great work around scientific vocabulary and developing medium- and long-term planning for geography, art 

and history, with a focus on progression of skills and retaining knowledge. 

We are and continue to be very proud of the Pastoral care at Daubeney and ensuring we are focusing on identifying 

the main needs of your children, ensuring that they are being supported and school are meeting their needs.  

Finally, Governors are very excited as restrictions are being lifted and we are arranging governors’ days at school 

next month, with a     maximum of two governors. 

 


